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Abstract

We constructed a system for answering non-
factoid Japanese questions. We used var-
ious methods of passage retrieval for the
system. We extracted paragraphs based on
terms from an input question and output
them as the preferred answers. We classified
the non-factoid questions into six categories.
We used a particular method for each cate-
gory. For example, we increased the scores
of paragraphs including the word “reason”
for questions including the word “why.” We
participated at NTCIR-6 QAC-4, where our
system obtained the most correct answers
out of all the eight participating teams. The
rate of accuracy was 0.77, which indicates
that our methods were effective.

1 Introduction

A question-answering system is an application de-
signed to produce the correct answer to a question
given as input. For example, when “What is the
capital of Japan?” is given as input, a question-
answering system may retrieve text containing sen-
tences like “Tokyo is Japan’s capital and the coun-
try’s largest and most important city”, and “Tokyo
is also one of Japan’s 47 prefectures”, from Web-
sites, newspaper articles, or encyclopedias. The sys-
tem then outputs “Tokyo” as the correct answer.
We believe question-answering systems will become

a more convenient alternative to other systems de-
signed for information retrieval and a basic compo-
nent of future artificial intelligence systems. Numer-
ous researchers have recently been attracted to this
important topic. These researchers have produced
many interesting studies on question-answering sys-
tems (Kupiec, 1993; Ittycheriah et al., 2001; Clarke
et al., 2001; Dumis et al., 2002; Magnini et al., 2002;
Moldovan et al., 2003). Evaluation conferences and
contests on question-answering systems have also
been held. In particular, the U.S.A. has held the Text
REtrieval Conferences (TREC) (TREC-10 commit-
tee, 2001), and Japan has hosted the Question-
Answering Challenges (QAC) (National Institute of
Informatics, 2002) at NTCIR (NII Test Collection
for IR Systems ) 3. These conferences and contests
have aimed at improving question-answering sys-
tems. The researchers who participate in these create
question-answering systems that they then use to an-
swer the same questions, and each system’s perfor-
mance is then evaluated to yield possible improve-
ments.

We addressed non-factoid question answering in
NTCIR-6 QAC-4. For example, when the question
was “Why are people opposed to the Private Infor-
mation Protection Law?” the system retrieved sen-
tences based on terms appearing in the question and
output an answer using the retrieved sentences. Nu-
merous studies have addressed issues that are in-
volved in the answering of non-factoid questions
(Berger et al., 2000; Blair-Goldensohn et al., 2003;
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Xu et al., 2003; Soricut and Brill, 2004; Han et al.,
2005; Morooka and Fukumoto, 2006; Maehara et
al., 2006; Asada, 2006).

We constructed a system for answering non-
factoid Japanese questions for QAC-4. We used
methods of passage retrieval for the system. We
extracted paragraphs based on terms from an input
question and output them as the preferred answers.
We classified the non-factoid questions into six cat-
egories. We used a particular method for each cate-
gory. For example, we increased the scores of para-
graphs including the word “reason” for questions
including the word “why.” We performed exper-
iments using the NTCIR-6 QAC-4 data collection
and tested the effectiveness of our methods.

2 Categories of Non-Factoid Questions

We used six categories of non-factoid questions in
this study. We constructed the categories by con-
sulting the dry run data in QAC-4.

1. Definition-oriented questions (Questions that
require a definition to be given in response.)

e.g., K-1 to wa nandesuka? (What is K-1?)

2. Reason-oriented questions (Questions that re-
quire a reason to be given in response.)

e.g., kojin jouhou hokogou ni hantai shiteiru
hito wa doushite hantai shiteiru no desuka?
(Why are people opposed to the Private Infor-
mation Protection Law?)

3. Method-oriented questions (Questions that re-
quire an explanation of a method to be given in
response.)

e.g., sekai isan wa donoyouni shite kimeru no
desuka?” (How is a World Heritage Site deter-
mined?)

4. Degree-oriented questions (Questions that re-
quire an explanation of the degree of something
to be given in response.)

5. Change-oriented questions (Questions that re-
quire a description of things that change to be
given in response.)

e.g., shounen hou wa dou kawari mashitaka?
(How was the juvenile law changed?)

6. Detail-oriented questions (Questions that re-
quire a description of the particulars or details
surrounding a sequence of events to be given in
response.)

e.g., donoyouna keii de ryuukyuu oukoku wa ni-
hon no ichibu ni natta no desuka? (How did
Ryukyu come to belong to Japan?)

3 Question-answering Systems in this
Study

The system has three basic components:

1. Prediction of type of answer

The system predicts the answer to be a partic-
ular type of expression based on whether the
input question is indicated by an interrogative
pronoun, an adjective, or an adverb. For exam-
ple, if the input question is “Why are people
opposed to the Private Information Protection
Law?”, the word “why” suggests that the an-
swer will be an expression that describes a rea-
son.

2. Document retrieval

The system extracts terms from the input ques-
tion and retrieves documents by using these
terms. Documents that are likely to contain
the correct answer are thus gathered during the
retrieval process. For example, for the input
question “Why are people opposed to the Pri-
vate Information Protection Law?”, the system
extracts “people,” “opposed,” “Private,” “Infor-
mation,” “Protection,” and “Law” as terms and
retrieves the appropriate documents based on
these.

3. Answer detection

The system separates the retrieved documents
into paragraphs and retrieves those that contain
terms from the input question and a clue ex-
pression (e.g., “to wa” (copula sentence) for the
definition sentence). The system outputs the re-
trieved paragraphs as the preferred answer.

3.1 Prediction of type of answer

We used the following rules for predicting the type
of answer. We constructed the rules by consulting
the dry run data in QAC-4.
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1. Definition-oriented questions Questions in-
cluding expressions such as “to wa nani,”
“donna,” “douiu,” “douitta,” “nanimono,”
“donoyouna mono,” “donna mono,” and “douiu
koto” (which all mean “what is”) are rec-
ognized by the system as being definition-
oriented questions.

2. Reason-oriented questions Questions including
expressions such as “naze” (why), “naniyue”
(why), “doushite” (why), “nani ga riyuu de”
(what is the reason), and “donna riyuu de”
(what reason), are recognized by the system as
being reason-oriented questions.

3. Method-oriented questions Questions includ-
ing expressions such as “dou,” “dousureba,”
“douyatte,” “dono youni shite,” “ikani shite,”
“ikani,” and “donnna houhou de” (which all
mean “how”) are recognized by the system as
being method-oriented questions.

4. Degree-oriented questions Questions including
expressions such as “dorekurai” (how much),
“dorekurai no” (to what extent), and “dono
teido” (to what extent), are recognized by the
system as being degree-oriented questions.

5. Change-oriented questions Questions includ-
ing expressions such as “naniga chigau” (What
is different), “donoyuni kawaru” (How is ...
changed), and “dokoga kotonaru” (What is dif-
ferent), are recognized by the system as being
change-oriented questions.

6. Detail-oriented questions Questions including
expressions such as “dono you na keii,” “dono
you na ikisatsu,” and “dono you na nariyuki”
(which all mean “how was”) are recognized by
the system as being detail-oriented questions.

3.2 Document retrieval

Our system extracts terms from a question by using
the morphological analyzer, ChaSen (Matsumoto et
al., 1999). The analyzer first eliminates preposi-
tions, articles, and similar parts of speech. It then
retrieves documents by using the extracted terms.

The documents are retrieved as follows:
We first retrieve the top kdr1 documents with the

highest scores calculated using the equation

Score(d)

=

∑

term t

⎛

⎜⎝
tf(d, t)

tf(d, t) + kt
length(d) + k+

Δ + k+

× log
N

df(t)

⎞

⎟⎠ ,

(1)

where d is a document, t is a term extracted from
a question, and tf(d, t) is the frequency of t oc-
curring in d. Here, df(t) is the number of docu-
ments in which t appears, N is the total number
of documents, length(d) is the length of d, and Δ
is the average length of all documents. Constants
kt and k+ are defined based on experimental re-
sults. We based this equation on Robertson’s equa-
tion (Robertson and Walker, 1994; Robertson et al.,
1994). This approach is very effective, and we have
used it extensively for information retrieval (Murata
et al., 2000; Murata et al., 2001; Murata et al., 2002).
The question-answering system uses a large number
for kt.

We extracted the top 300 documents and used
them in the next procedure.

3.3 Answer detection

In detecting answers, our system first generates can-
didate expressions for them from the extracted docu-
ments. We use two methods for extracting candidate
expressions. Method 1 uses a paragraph as a candi-
date expression. Method 2 uses a paragraph, two
continuous paragraphs, or three continuous para-
graphs as candidate expressions.

We award each candidate expression the follow-
ing score.

Score(d)

= −mint1∈T log
∏

t2∈T3

(2dist(t1, t2)
df(t2)

N
)

+ 0.00000001 × length(d)

= maxt1∈T

∑

t2∈T3

log
N

2dist(t1, t2) ∗ df(t2)

+ 0.00000001 × length(d)

(2)
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T3 = {t|t ∈ T, 2dist(t1, t)
df(t)

N
≤ 1}, (3)

where d is a candidate expression, T is the set of
terms in the question, dist(t1, t2) is the distance
between t1 and t2 (defined as the number of char-
acters between them with dist(t1, t2) = 0.5 when
t1 = t2), and length(d) is the number of charac-
ters in a candidate expression. The numerical term,
0.00000001 × length(d), is used for increasing the
scores of long paragraphs.

For reason-oriented questions, our system uses
some reason terms such as “riyuu” (reason),
“gen’in” (cause), and “nazenara” (because) as terms
for Eq. 2 in addition to terms from the input ques-
tion. This is because we would like to increase the
score of a document that includes reason terms for
reason-oriented questions.

For method-oriented questions, our system uses
some method terms such as “houhou” (method),
“tejun” (procedure), and “kotoniyori” (by doing) as
terms for second document retrieval (re-ranking) in
addition to terms from the input question.

For detail-oriented questions, our system uses
some method terms such as “keii” (a detail, or a se-
quence of events), “haikei” (background), and “rek-
ishi” (history) as terms for second document re-
trieval (re-ranking) in addition to terms from the in-
put question.

For degree-oriented questions, when candidate
paragraphs include numerical expressions, the score
(Score(d)) is multiplied by 1.1.

For definition-oriented questions, the system first
extracts focus expressions. When the question in-
cludes expressions such as “X-wa”, “X-towa”, “X-
toiunowa”, and “X-tte”, X is extracted as a fo-
cus expression. The system multiplies the score,
(Score(d)), of the candidate paragraph having “X-
wa”, “X-towa or something by 1.1. When the can-
didate expression includes focus expressions having
modifiers (including modifier clauses and modifier
phrases), the modifiers are used as candidate expres-
sions, and the scores of the candidate expressions are
multiplied by 1.1.

Below is an example of a candidate expression
that is a modifier clause in a sentence.

Table 1: Results
Method Correct A B C D

Method 1 57 18 42 10 89
Method 2 77 5 67 19 90
(There were a total of 100 questions.)

Question sentence: sekai isan jouyaku to
wa dono youna jouyaku desu ka?

(What is the Convention concerning the
Protection of the World Cultural and Nat-
ural Heritage?)

Sentence including answers:

1972 nen no dai 17 kai yunesuko soukai de
saitaku sareta sekai isan jouyaku ....

(Convention concerning the Pro-
tection of the World Cultural
and Natural Heritage, which
was adopted in 1972 in the 17th gen-
eral assembly meeting of the UN Educational,
Scientific and Cultural Organization.)

Finally, our system extracts candidate expressions
having high scores, (Score(d)s), as the preferred
output. Our system extracts candidate expressions
having scores that are no less than the highest score
multiplied by 0.9 as the preferred output.

We constructed the methods for answer detection
by consulting the dry run data in QAC-4.

4 Experiments

The experimental results are listed in Table 1. One
hundred non-factoid questions were used in the ex-
periment. The questions, which were generated by
the QAC-4 organizers, were natural and not gener-
ated by using target documents. The QAC-4 orga-
nizers checked four or fewer outputs for each ques-
tion. Methods 1 and 2 were used to determine what
we used as answer candidate expressions (Method 1
uses one paragraph as a candidate answer. Method
2 uses one paragraph, two paragraphs, or three para-
graphs as candidate answers.).

“A,” “B,” “C,” and “D” are the evaluation criteria.
“A” indicates output that describes the same content
as that in the answer. Even if there is a supplemen-
tary expression in the output, which does not change
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the content, the output is judged to be “A.” “B” in-
dicates output that contains some content similar to
that in the answer but contains different overall con-
tent. “C” indicates output that contains part of the
same content as that in the answer. “D” indicates
output does not contain any of the same content as
that in the answer. The numbers for “A,” “B,” “C,”
and “D” in Table 1 indicate the number of questions
where an output belongs to “A,” “B,” “C,” and “D”.
“Correct” indicates the number of questions where
an output belongs to “A,” “B,” or “C”. The evalu-
ation criteria “Correct” was also used officially at
NTCIR-6 QAC-4.

We found the following.

• Method 1 obtained higher scores in evaluation
A than Method 2. This indicates that Method 1
can extract a completely relevant answer more
accurately than Method 2.

• Method 2 obtained higher scores in evaluation
“Correct” than Method 1. The rate of accuracy
for Method 2 was 0.77 according to evaluation
“Correct”. This indicates that Method 2 can ex-
tract more partly relevant answers than Method
1. When we want to extract completely relevant
answers, we should use Method 1. When we
want to extract more answers, including partly
relevant answers, we should use Method 2.

• Method 2 was the most accurate (0.77) of those
used by all eight participating teams. We could
detect paragraphs as answers including input
terms and the key terms related to answer types
based the methods discussed in Section 3.3.
Our system obtained the best results because
our method of detecting answers was the most
effective.

Below is an example of the output of Method 1,
which was judged to be “A.”

Question sentence:

jusei ran shindan wa douiu baai ni okon-
awareru noka?

(When is amniocentesis performed on a
pregnant woman?)

System output:

omoi idenbyou no kodono ga umareru no
wo fusegu.

(To prevent the birth of children with seri-
ous genetic disorders )

Examples of answers given by organizers:

omoi idenbyou

(A serious genetic disorder)

omoi idenbyou no kodomo ga umareru
kanousei ga takai baai

(To prevent the birth of children with seri-
ous genetic disorders.)

5 Conclusion

We constructed a system for answering non-factoid
Japanese questions. An example of a non-factoid
question is “Why are people opposed to the Pri-
vate Information Protection Law?” We used vari-
ous methods of passage retrieval for the system. We
extracted paragraphs based on terms from an input
question and output them as the preferred answers.
We classified the non-factoid questions into six cat-
egories. We used a particular method for each cate-
gory. For example, we increased the scores of para-
graphs including the word “reason” for questions in-
cluding the word “why.” We participated at NTCIR-
6 QAC-4, where our system obtained the most cor-
rect answers out of all the eight participating teams.
The rate of accuracy was 0.77, which indicates that
our methods were effective.

We would like to apply our method and system to
Web data in the future. We would like to construct a
sophisticated system that can answer many kinds of
complicated queries such as non-factoid questions
based on a large amount of Web data.
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